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Abstract

Experiments were conducted to study the problem of

heating and stability of pulsed discharges. In order to

have reproducible conditions and defined geometry a pre-

discharge representing a highly ionized plasma was used

and described. Then, the basic equations for the heating

process which were developed in our institute and the main

features of a model which allows to apply them to a cylin-

drical discharge are summarized.

The impulse discharge is described in nitrogen as well

as in hydrogen. As there is a quasi-stability in nitrogen

but not in hydrogen - in accordance with theory - the experi-

mental investigation of the nitrogen discharge gives definite

results. The maximum temperature reached is about 80 000 0K.

The main task is the development of diagnostic tools

for investigation of short time phenomena in dense plasmas.

In this field, suitable magnetic probes of very small

dimensions were developed. In addition, an apparatus was

constructed which allowed to shoot the probes into the dis-

charge channel. The possible disturbance of the plasma chan-

nel was carefully studied. We succeeded in getting temperature

and current profiles of this discharge as well as precise fi-

gures of the development with time.

Another diagnostic method is short time spectroscopy.

We used the visible region as well as the UV and the vacuum

UV. The results of the visible and UV-spectroscopy agree with

the probe data. Our efforts for gaining even more information

by vacuum spectroscopy are still engaged with the development

of the experimental procedure, which is described in principle.

Concerning hydrogen heating, the discharge is highly in-

stable. The reasons for this relatively to nitrogen are re-

vealed by theory. We discuss in which way the discharge con-

ditions should be altered to get a quasi stable heating prooess

which will give about several hundred thousand degrees.
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I. Introduotion and Survey

The highest temperatures which could be achieved

stationary so far by means of suitable arcs amount to

50 000 OK. In theory, the plasmas of these arcs repre-

sent a quasi-thermodynamic equilibrium of the matter.

It is possible that, for short times, somewhat higher

electron temperatures were obtained in spark discharges.

But in this case there exists no longer a thermodynamic

equilibrium. The ion temperatures are considerably lower.

The recent plasma research aims at extremely high tem-

peratures, such as 108 OK for the ion component. But

there are many experimental difficulties which are opposed

to this. Nevertheless, the temperatures which could be

achieved so far provide a chance to realize the direct

conversion of thermal energy into electric energy with

good efficiency. In these efforts,the properties of flow-

Ing plasmas in electric and magnetic fields must be well

known. One of the most fundamental problems in all future

developments is the Ohmic heating process. Studying it

without considering any application means to provide

physicists and engineers with the highly elementary and

most important knowledge on the characteristic interaction

between electrons and ions in the electric and magnetic

field, the energy balance, the stability U well as the

pWOUL oostta0uat o she plasmas.
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The following work provides a comprehensive des-

cription of our investigations on the Ohmic heating.

Experimentally, they are based on a high current im-

pulse discharge over a gas vortex stabilized high tem-

perature arc in nitrogen and hydrogen atmosphere. The

theory deals with a channel model which corresponds to

the experiment. The transmission of the energy obtained

in the electric field to thermal motion due to scatter-

ing is studied, possible energy losses are considered.

This mechanism determines the radius of the current

carrying plasma channel and thus the magnetic compression.

The ratio of this compression to the gas-kinetic pressure

decides on the stability of the discharge.

The stable and quasi-stable discharges are measured

by means of magnetic probes. Their production and arrange-

ment in the hot discharge channel by means of a "probe gun"

is described. With the aid of the probes the radial current

and temperature profiles of impulse discharges in nitrogen

are determined. Moreover, the heating of the plasma channel

can be observed with time. The probe measurements well

agree with spectroscopic measurements in the visible and

UV-ranges. In addition they allow a profound discussion

of the heating mechanism and radiation transport from the

center of the discharge to the boundary region, being

connected with the creation of charge carriers and en-

largina the disoharge channel.
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Furthermore we tried to develop another method

providing information about the behaviour of high tem-

perature plasmas. For this purpose, a vacuum spectro-

graph was used. So far it has not yet been possible to

carry out reproducible measurements of stationary arcs

and impulse discharges by means of the vacuum spectrograph.

As this technique is still rather undeveloped, we first

had to carry out an analysis of the lines suitable for

spectroscopic measurements and then to developin appa-

ratus with different steps for the transition from the

dense medium of the discharge to the vacuum of the spectro-

graph. The progress of this is described.

Most of the transient discharges with high current

densities are in principle unstable. The instabilities

have a characteristic developing time in which they appear.

This time mainly depends on the viscosity of the plasma

and the transition to the cold rotating outer gas. It can

be longer or shorter than the time of a halfwave of the

condenser discharge. In the first case a quasi-stability is

the result. This applies to our nitrogen discharges, while

the impulses in hydrogen prove to be strongly unstable.

The calculations show in which direction the discharge

conditions should be altered in order to obtain here

quasi-stable discharges.

The observation of the instabilities is based on image

converter information as well as on totating mirror tech-

nique and framing camera pictures. The instability is oon-
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firmed by all methods. However, in detail the statements

are different. This suggests the assumption that the

image converter photographs depend on the frequency in

an uwlkown way. Systematic investigations along these

line would be hMAhly dioeirable.
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II. The Ohaic Hsatina Propoe

1.' &-disoharge in nitrogen and hydrogen

In theory and experiment we wish to have a starting

point as clear as possible. In the heating process, this

means that electrons and ions should be present when acce-

leration of particles begins. Therefore, we start from a

highly pre-ionized discharge channel. In addition we fix

the discharge gap for the following impulse discharge by

means of the pre-ionized channel. The pre-ionized channel

is represented by an arc which by means of a gas vortex

is narrowed and stabilized, its temperature is rather high.I

The gas vortex prevents the lift of the discharge channel

which is usually observed. The axis temperature of the dis-

charge channel in nitrogen is about 12 000 OK, in hydrogen

above 20 000 OK. Fig. 1 shows a cross section through our

experimental arrangement. It had to fulfill very high

thermal and mechanic conditions over several minutes. The

cooling was the main problem. Fig. 2 shows a characteristic

photograph of the vortex stabilized arc. In case of black-

white photography it is the same for nitrogen and hydrogen.

The electrode distance and chamber diameter are 3 cm each.

The diameter of the discharge channel is between 2 and 3 ma,

the pressure amounts to about 1 at. The experimental arran-

puent was used for both nitrogen sad hydrogen discharges.

For nitrogen the arc channel is stable, which could be

proved by Fasts: owwra photographs (6 000 Japs per second).
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It is described in more detail by K.H. Hocker and W. Kluge

(1959)..Our theoretical stability investigations, carried

out by H.E. Wilhelm (1962) confirm this result. In the

case of hydrogen the Fastax camera photographs show fluc-

tuations around the zero adjustment, their frequency being

about I K.c. (E. Pfender and W. Bez, 1961; E. Pfender, 1962).

The investigation oi the radial temperature distribution

of the discharge channel was first done by means of spectros-

copic measurements. Fig. 3 and 4 show the radial temperature

distribution for to gas flow rates. In the case of the ni-

trogen arc the radial temperature distribution was estima-

ted by means of the band spectra, atom and ion spectral

lines, varying with the radius. In addition, this was con-

trolled with the aid of another method (Inglis-Teller)

consisting of an admixture of hydrogen. HK -, Hr- and H-

lines appear. This yields an electron density of 5.1017 cm-3,

which at a pressure of 4 at corresponds to an ionization

degree of 20 % and the already mentioned axis temperature

of about 12 000 0K (Maildnder, 1961).

The temperature of the hydrogen arc was determined from

the broadening of the H - lines and the absolute measure-

ment of the Balmer continuum. In addition to the Inglis

Teller approximation was applied: Hydrogen lines up to H2

could be observed. This yields an axis temperature above

20 000 OK (R. Schneider, 1961 c). This value includes

an integration over the fluctuations.
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2, Basic Equations for the Heating Process.

In order to provide a consequent calculation of the

particles energy in our discharge, H.J. Kaeppeler (1958)

and Sohrade, Bez, Kaeppeler, Hdcker (1960) have extended

the 13 moments approximation of the Boltzmann equation

first derived by 11. Grad (1949). They are valid for each

individual component of the plasm sad read in a form in-

oluding magnetic interaction:

a) conservation law for the zs density ' continuity

equat ion:

f irr Coe

b) Conservation law for the impulse density ieo equtim

of motion:

5~--t q. fit (2)5s~~[. ~ (5~
o) Conservation law for the thermal energy density

u- c4 T ., thermal energy equation:

Here-tr, is the mean mass velocity of the component s,

Pa the pressure tensor and q a the heat transfer vector

of tis the expression for the oham"e

of jwhich to caused by oollisions.
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and must be calculated as function of n-==*9 T ,

the gradient of these and the field quantities. Hirsch-

folder and others (1953) have dealt with the problem for

non-ionized gases. Several authors, among them ourselves,

extende-d it to plasmas, including strong electric mand mo.e-

tic fields (details of.H. 8ohrade, 1963).

The expression in parenthesisj ion the right of the equa-

tions (1-3) are called collision integrals and represent the

interaction of the individual components. The bracket

expression in the continuity equation considers the change

of the mass density of the component s, which is due to

reaction collisions. Taking into account the photoionization,

the photoreciabination, the collision ionization and the

triple collision recombinations ths collision Integral for

the ionization degree i is:

R n 4..141 1 s,*A 4.. C$P4~ *

,.E. 0 . 0 - 4 (4ts 4 -.

n n are the electron and ion densities ( egt/asti)

with the following reaction coefficients:

a. L for the photoionizations,

e.. for the photorecombinations,

for the collision ionizations,

for the triple collision re-

combinations.



They are mainly functions of the eleotron temperature

and ionisation energy. The photoionization coefficient

in addition depends on the radiation intensity and thus

represents the interaction between radiation field and

particle. The reaction coefficients are calculated from

the formulas of Elwert (1952) and Knorr (1958).

If the temperature is changed quickly, the numbers of

ionizations and recombinations will be different from

each other. The particle composition does no longer re-

sult from the equilibrium conditions, as do the Saha-

equation and Korona-condition, but must be calculated

exactly from equation (4). If i a O, that means if we con-

sider neutral particles and their Interactions with elo-

treps and ions, we get

-~~ 2!fl+~ (5)

The right hand side of this equation may be defined as

the reciprocal relaxation "0 Reakt" If the above equation

is applied on our experiments (ne - 1016 on"-3 n1/no - 12,

T = 10 000 0K, heating the electrons up to 40 000 OK), we

obtain's a 10- 7 a. This cau not be neglected ou-o Reakt~'1
pared to the heating tim.

The collision integral in the equation of motion has the

dimension of a force per unit volume and can be regarded as

a frictional force density. Asuming tOat in she eleotrlo
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field ions and electrons penetrate each other, both gases

are moderated by mutual collisions. This behaviour is des-

oribed by a frictional force being defined by the mean loss

of impetus per collision multiplied with the nuber' of

collisions per s and m3t

" "we v(6)

The mean thermal electron velocity being much larger than

the mean diffusion veleooty, the collision Integral in cal-

oulated as follows

with

Qo40i the elastic scattering cross section between slec-

trons and particles of the kind ) I ) s i t e es

seotion for electron ion-oollislons

The above requirement corresponds to the usual requirements
of thermal plasmas. If this condition is not fulfilled,
we get two-stream instabilities, LA. TJaokson (1960) 6I
D.A. Tidan (1961).
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The collision inaot l in the soro equation ot *loe-

trons is:

~,~ev( e -TV) (110)

I-s

mre oi the electric conductivity

) -r - & itc_

=-4b in the current density, s the radiation loos

per cm3 and the ionization energy.

The first term in (10) represents the Joule heat, the

second the heat exchange between electrons and the other

components of the plasma. The third term considers the

reaction losses. In the came of the 8abs-oquilibrium it

vould disappear. The last ter 8 to the usa"ties lose

which Is calculated below.

Analogous to (10) tae oolliuios Integral for ione and ,o

is

0 2)
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The term which is analogue to & is very small and

neglected from the beginning. This means that in an

electrioal field primarily the electron component is

heated. In thermal state the energy passes from the

electrons to the other components. The second term

mans the possible energy exchange beween heavy partioles

which praotioally e be mogleoto

Now we calculate the emission of radiation S. The total

energy which the electron gas tranaferm to the radiation

field per s and cm is

Here the emission coefficient E and the absorption co-

officientzoare properties of matter at point r and time t,

i.e. functions of the particle states. They depend on den-

sity, temperature and kind of plasma, while the radiation

intensity IV IY(1,4) results from the radiation tzwsw-

port equation (&n total scattering cooeffiient):

A ~ ~ ~ ~~0 671r ,? i)~~ ~eJ()4X)(~L9
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The scatterings-fL--e J are lossee, while the scatter-

lugs A( ---o A means increases. Eq. (14) is especially

of interest in astrophysios, hbr. it is only oomaidored

in plane geometry.

In general the calculation of the intensity gets very

extensive. Therefore, we assume local radiation equili-

brium, grey radiation and in addition neglect the scatter-

ing coeffioient. In the case of an optically thin plasma

it is possible to neglect absorption. Thus the radiation

loss per cm and s results directly from the emission co-

efficient. Whether such a plasma is realized depends on

the optical thickness of layer 2. r. which must be much

smaller than unity (r= radius of plasma channel). Our

nitrogen plasmas do not fulfill this eonditioe, the

hydrogen plasmas however do.

The equations ( - 3) Just discussed will now be applied

to the hestif1 experiment deoribed Is the following.
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3. Imulse Discharge 1. U#m

3A. Electrical Data

For the heating of the plasma condenser banks are used,

their data lying between the values given in table 1.

The detailed experimental arrangement in described by

KlvW-HWoker (1960).

Table 1.

D of & ya4ser bank

Capacity c - 7,71 u.F 38,5,uP

Voltage u = 18 kV

Maximum current Imax  = 50 kA 120 kA

Current rise dI/dtma = 1.1010 A/s 1,5.1011 A/s

Rise time up to tA 1,5/us 4/u
first current max.

Pig. 6 shows a characteristic current-voltage diagram of

the impulse discharge. The heating process is finished be-

fore the current maximum is reached. In order to keep the in-

fluence of the mechanisms which transport the energy out of

the plasma, as small as possible, the available energy must

be pumped into the plasma very quickly. This requires high-

ly developed short time measurements in conneotion with photo-

graphy, spectroscopy and probe techniques.

Our short time equipment has been described in several pub-

lications in German: Maier and others (1960), Schneider and

others (1961), alienhAMl r and others (1961).
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Pig. 2 Whirl stabilized arc
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Zil --0.

4 Cos x

Fig. 5 Scattering of an 2lectron by a Heavy

Particle. In the Case of an Elastic

Collisioniv'e=IvI and therefore the
Impuls in Direction of I after the

Collision is Given by _ cos .
e
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3B. Diumostics with Magnetio Probes.

Image converter photographs indicated that the current

transport takes place in a rather limited channel (HMcker-

Kluge, 1959). The result was a high conductivity which,

according to Spitzer, lead to rather high temperatures.

This was rather unexpected and it seemed to be necessary

to carry through other diagnostic investigation. Pwbe

measurements promised to offer most information.

This method which has been developed and used for the in-

vestigation of low density plasmas, cannot be transferred

without difficulties to dense plasmas. One complication is

the thermal stress on the probe which is caused by the plas-

ma. A probe arranged stationary in the discharge chamber

is destroyed immediately by the stationary arc. Moreover,

the geometry of the arc is considerably disturbed by flowing

effects which cause an increase of pressure in front of the

probe tip. Each of these two facts make it doubtful whether

the method applicable for low density plasmas can be trans-

ferred to dense plasmas without modification.

In order to reduce the thermal stress on the probe, it may

remain in the plasma only for a very short time. This condi-

tion was fulfilled by the following: an apparatus (see fig. 7)

was constructed which shoots the probe into the discharge

tube with a defined velocity, (about 1 m/s). At the same

time, this method largely avoids the deflection of the plas-

ma from Its origbal p osition.
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In order to be able to use the probe for several measure-

ments, the discharge has to be switched off immediately

after the phase which is of interest. If this is not done,

the probe would be destroyed by the thermal stress of the

stationary arc still existing after the transient discharge.

The short-time cut-off of the arc is done by means of an

electronic switch-off device. A suitable ignitron, which is

in parallel to the discharge gap, is ignited at a definite

moment and thus short-circuits the arc.

The magnetic probes (see Fig. 8) consist of copper wire (dia-

meter 0,04 mm) which is wound on an insulating core with a

diameter of 0,3 mm (16 windings). The coil is shorter than

I m. The supplies are twisted and shielded. The total length

of the probe is about 77 mm. The noise could be kept down

below noticeable values. The frequency characteristic is

linear up to at least 17 Ca, the resonance frequency is

35 M.c.

These measurements show the probably simplest but most effective

application of the probe method. The magnetic probe is being

shot into the discharge tube perpendicular to its axis.

The coil measures the change of the S. field generated by

the current itself as a function of time. The discharge is

ignited several times and the voltage signal of the probe

is taken from the screen of a oscillograph. According to the

induction law the oscillogram obtained yields the&%/Of varia-

tion. at the point where the probe Is located.
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Then the probe is brought to another (radial) point and the

process repeated, until there exist complete curves for tin

ot9a&fields between wall and axis. After integration,

Curves B0 (r) can be constructed. The further application

of these B6 (r) curves for the determination of currents

and current densities is based on the assumption that the

field distribution is cylinder-symetric. The correctness

of this assumption was confired by smo of several probes

with different orientation.

Using the mentioned symmetry condition, the first kIwell

equation yields by differentiation:

((5

where a current density parallel to the axis of th .dis-

charge tube (s-direction).

The electric field strength in z-direction, depending on

the Ohmic resistance which is of interest for our investi-

gations, is obtainable from the second Maxwell equation,

provided that *E /tz = 0 along the axis of the discharge

tube and that the Ohmic resistance of the les Oam be eg-

looted.

(= length of the axis, Uto t  total voltage between the

electrodes, R0 - distotee betM the retwm lees and the
ebaber axis).
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The second term on the right hand side of the last equa-

tion represents the inductive part of the total voltage

between the electrodes which was measured by means of coil

probes. The determination of this term is also possible by

means of loop probe measurements. The results obtained are

given in fig. 9 and 10. Fig. 11 shows the variation of the

first halfwave of the current IR(t) with the radius as para-

meter. R means the distance between the axis of the dischar-

ge tube and the probe. The outer curve gives the total

current Itot which was measured by means of a Rogowski coil.

The behavior of the plasma channel during the impulse dis-

charge is demonstrated by the variation of the current cur-

ves. If the current is increased, the conducting channel

which was created by the pre-discharge, is expanded to the

range of larger diameters. This corresponds to the visible

expansion of the luminous plasma zone. The curves for

R = 6 - 15 mm show the same variation. Therefore, it is ob-

vious that during the first halfwave of the current the

channel is only expanded to a radius of 6 m. on page6Biill

be shown that the expansion is due to an ionization of the

outer zone effected by the radiation of the core of the dim-

charge. The current density is obtained by graphic *1ffsres.

tigon of the IR(t)-curve.

Widn--1^f t(R) (17)

Pig. 9 shows the results for times t(2.10- 6 a and

2,5.10 . 6 s 4t 4.10- 6 s; fig. 10 gives the results for

timee t 1 5.10 " 6 e. sTe curves n fi g. 9 mainly reprem!t
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the current density distribution for the case of in-

creasing currents, in fig. 10 for the case of decreasing

currents beyond the first current maximum. It is obvious

that there exists a narrow zone with high current densi-

ty and low current and a larger zone with low current

density and higher current. Our earlier image converter

photographs did not show these results. At early times

(t0,5.10-6 s) the current density shows a variation which

could be expected from the geometry and the conductivity

profile of the pre-discharge. Later the current density

decreases less steep, e.g. the plasma expands in direction

of the radius. Since this area includes the optically

visible contact zone between plasma and outer gas, it seems

reasonable to attribute these ocurences to the mentioned

expansion mechanism.

Fig. 12 shows the Ohmic part of the electric field strength

which was determined by means of coil probe measurements, and

fig. 13 the conductivity resulting from current density and

Ez-field strength according to the Ohmic law. The curves

Ez(t) are equal to zero close to the times 5,6,7.10-6 B.

Therefore, the calculations for these times are rather un-

certain, and the representation of the curves for the men-

tioned times was dropped. For the temperature estimation the

relation between conductivity and temperature, given by

Schrade t1961) was used. The results are represented in fig.14.

As the E. curves near the times 1210-6 s and 14.10 "6 s are

equal to zero too, the temperatures for these times neither

correspond to the actual physical facts. A more comprehensive

description of method and results of probe measurements is

given by Thlelo (tooftioel note of ooutnot APl 61 (050)-5)

(1963).
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Fig. 7 Probe Gun
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30. Diagostios bx.-, S Bectrooaoco am--r---ata

&) Apparatus.

For the spectroscopic measurements two prism spectro-

graphs were used, a Fuem 110 M with a natural quarts

prism and a Zeius-3-prisms spectrograph with glass

prisms. The main part of the investigations was carried

out with the Fuses 110 M (Pig. 15). Its dispersion reaches

from 5 1/mm at 2000 1 up to 50 1 at 5 000 1 (Pig. 16)

and the resolving power from 10 5 at 2000 1 to 4.103 at
5 000 1 (Fig. 17). The spectra were enlarged (20 times)

by means of a projector and then measured. Assuming

that the error of the measurement is 1/5th mm, the

error in the wavelength of a spectral line near 2 000

is about 0,05 1 and near 5 000 1 about 0,5 1.

The natural quartz prism has a basic length of 80 -

and is 42 mm high. The focal length of the collimator

lens (quartz) is 585 mm, its diameter 52 m. The data

for the camera lens are: focal length 635 mm., diameter

64 mm. The aperture ratio is 1 1 11 and the length of

the spectrum 225 mm. By means of a micrometer screw the

entrance slit can be adjusted to a width of 1/10/u.

B y means of Hartmann diaphragms the height can be regu-

lated from 1 to 10 mm. The diaphragms makesit possible

to produce 10 different spectra, each 1 =a high. As

spectral plates "Peruts 450 spectral-blmoS we" teed.

th. size of the plates is 27 z 6 on,
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Pig. 18 shows the path of light of the Zeiss-3-prisms

spectrograph. Some of its data are:

Spectral range: 3 600 to 10 000

3 glass prisms: 210 mm basic length, 54 mm height

Collimator lens: 300 mm focal length, 60 mm diameter

Camera lens: 270 mm focal length, 60 = diater

Aperture ratio: 1 : 5,5

Length of spectra: 80 m

Size of plates: 6 x 9 om

b) Imaging and Adjustment Methods

For the structure analysis the discharge channel was imaged

on the entrance slit of the spectrograph. Fig. 19 shows

the corresponding path of light.

The reference spectra were obtained from high voltage

sparks between the electrodes of Al, Cu, Zn and W. The

calibration was done with the aid of an iron spectrum.

Fig. 20 shows the path of light for such reference spec-

tra. The aluminium mirror can easily be replaced1 thus the

adjustment of the lense* for the photograph of the dis-

charge is retained.

For the structure analysis of the arc several kinds of

imaging can be used. They are shown in Fig. 21. Most of

the spectra were photographed side-on-across, since the

diameter of the discharge first plays an important part.

The exposure time was regulated by means of a shutter

(1/500 to 1 4). It was opened manually in the case of th
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stationary arc and in the case of the impulse' discharge

by means of an electric contact coupled with the igni-

tion device. We succeeded in resolving the impulse dis-

oharge in so much as necessary by means of the mechanic

shutter described in the following paragraph. The image

of the discharge on thq slit of the spectrograph was

photoiraphed at the same time when the spectral plate

was being exposed. This provided an inforution about

that part of the discharge that actually delivered the

light for the spectral apparatus.

c) Shutter for Short-time Spectroscopy

For the time-dependent resolution of the light emitted by

the impulse dischargevery short times are necessary. The

ourrent rise time of the fastest impulse used here was

1,5/us as will be seen later, the maximum temperature

is reached at O,6/us after ignition. Therefore, for the

time-dependent resolution of this process opening tin"s

in the range of W 7 a are required.

In 1960jR. Schneider and M. Maillnder have described a

shutter for short exposure times. Its principle is given

in the following (fig. 22):The shutter has two disos,

one running with maximim 20 000 revolutions per minute,

the other is set in motion in order to open the shutter.

It is stopped after approximately half a revolution.

Both disos have slits. The slit of the first disc is 20 1 u

broad. The alit of the other one .oan be changed in such a

my Ust d wla Its se09 a sim the dtWi eo Psifels
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just one revolution. This guarantees iy Mesglo e

exposure.

The alit of the first disc is imaged on the spectro-

graph slit by means of the achromate A1. The opening

time of the shutter amounts for one point of the spectro-

gaph slit with a distance h from the optical axis to:

60 adl + d 2)2 - .arm+ h

uhoe n = number of revolutions of the first disc (U/mn)

a - imaging ratio

rm = distances axis of the revolving disc - optical
axis

di = Breadth of the revolving alit

A2 - Breadth of the spectrograph slit

The ignition of the discharge has to be done at a defined

moment before opening the shutter. This may be done by

means of a path of light according to the dotted line In

fig. 23. The illuminated slit S1 is imaged by means of the

mirror Sp2 on the alit of a photomultiplier. This path of

light is adjusted in such a way that the photomultiplier

receives a light impulse shortly before the slit S1 passes

the optical axis and by this exposes the spectrograph. If

the revolution frequency of the revolving disc is constant,

the electric signal coming from the photomultiplier lies

a distinct time before the moment of the exposure.

The signal coming from the multiplier M1 (fig. 23) is

amplified by the amplifier V1 and switches the ignitiom

ovfoe on. Sho taUder I allows the regulation of the



ignition moment.

In order to obtain tine marks for the photomultiplier

impulse, the spark and the exposure time, the photo-

multiplier M2 and the oscillograph are synchronized. The

slit of the revolving disc is illuminated by means of

the lamp L2 and the light passing through the spectral

apparatus reaches the multiplier M2 . The voltage signal

is given to the oscillograph after amplification in the

amplifier V2. The oscillograph is triggered by the signal

from the Multiplier M2. By pick-up of the signal from

the ignition device, the ignition spark is written on the

oscillograph as well. On the screen appear therefore the

signals sketched in the figure. By means of the retarder

the ignition spark can be moved to any point of time. The

zero adjustment of the retarder is given by the point of

time when ignition impulse and exposure time coincide.

-7
The exactness of the triggering is better than 10 - a.

The reproducibility of the moment chosen is also 10- 7 s.

This was controlled by means of the multiplier 2 before

and after the exposurz of the plate.

Oscillations of the revolving disc, which would cause an

increase of the exposure time, could not be observed.

Oscillations in direction of the disc axis are avoided by

a special form of the disc. Oscillations in radial direction

are being compensated, since the same all IS used for

trigger impulse and exposure impulse.
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A possible deformation of the alit caused by the centri-

fugal force due to the high revolution frequency was not

observed. The exposure signal of the multiplier M2 which

was obtained for high and low *evolution frequenoies

had always the same shape.

The spectra were taken on Kodak I-0-plates.

d) Results of the Short-time Spectroscopy with a Slw ,Ismpulse

The series of spectra shown in fig. 24 was produced with

the aid of tho shutter for short exposure times. The current

rise time of this discharge was 25/us, the exposure time in

each case 0,91ua. The "slow" impulse was used as it allows

an easier observation of the time-dependent variation of the

spectral lines.

For several lines this variation can be clearly recognised.

In fig. 24 (after 2,5/us) practically only N I - lines are

observable which become longer with timeg this indicates

the expansion Of the discharge. In the second spectrum N II-

lines appear and also, very weakly, N III-lines which become

stronger with time. 11/u after ignition the maximum

temperature is reached. Prom then on the intensity of the

N III - lines decreases again and after 25/us they disappear

completely , Prom the time integral spectrum (1/300 s) we

gather that the main intensity is due to the N II - lines

and partly also to copper lines. In comparison, the N III -

lines which are visible for a short time, are suppreoeede

e) CoM arison to results with a "fast" impulse.

PIS. 25 hove a conparison of the spectra st the nonon of
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maximum temperature of the discharge of 1,5/us rise time and

100 kA maximum current and a discharge of 25/us rise time

and 50 kA maximum current. In the spectrum of the fast dischar-

ge (fig. 25a) one clearly recognizes various zones: the hot

core, which is indicated by the N IV - lines, then, surround-

ing it, a shell with predominant emission of N III - lines

which, for their part, are surrounded by a shell of pre-

dominant N II - emission. The slow discharge (fig. 25 b)

does not reach the high temperature; therefore, no N IV - liae

are to be seen. The core emits only weak N III - lines, the

main intensity, however, lies in the N II - lines. This is

dealt with more comprehensively by Schneider (1961).

Prom this structure of the discharge channel a temperature

profile can be ealoulated. The intholty of a spectral line

is given bi

I - coast. N •-E/kr

with N a particle density and

E - excitation energy.

N may be taken from publications already known such as for

instance W. Finkelnburg and H. M~oker (1956) or W. Zimmer-

mann and H.J. Kaeppeler (1961) and one obtains the relative

intensity variation dependent on the temperature. This was

done for the following three lines: N II = 3995 1, N III

4097 X and N IV = 40 58 1; the curves which are normalized

for maximum intensity are represented in fig. 26. On the

side of the low temperatures the curves decrease rapidly.

f one assumes that a spectral line disappears if the inten-

sity ts reduosd by a factor of 100, there results only a
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small uncertainty in the temperature due to the mentioned

high slope. The temperature profile of the impulse of 1,5/u

rise time at the woment of maximum temperature (O,6/Us after

ignition) is represented in fig.27. The limits of error are

given by the vertical strokes. By memo of extrapolatiea

me obtajam min tesiperatwe of abomt 65 000 OR.
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Fig. 24 Spectrum of the Pulsed

Discharge at different times

Pig. 25a

Spectrum of the "Fast" Impulse

Fig. 25b

Spectrum of the "Slow" Impulse
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3D. Vaouumspeotrosoopy

In high density plasmas the maximum intensity of the

continuous radiation moves to the range of shorter wave-

lengths. On one hand this is caused by the appearance of

higher ionization degrees, on the other hand by the shift

of the maximum of the blaok-body radiation. Under suitable

conditions, which in our impulses were partly fulfilled,

this goes down to the vacuum Ultra-violet region. There-

fore, it aeons sensible to investigate the Soml fa11i-

ties of the vacuum speotrosoopy.

In the case of the hydrogen plasma the line intensities

are quite considerable in the vacuum-UV. For instance the

Lymanscline radiates black out of a plasma of I m thicknes,

17 000 OK and 1 at. These are about the conditions which are

present in a stationary hydrogen are. Another characteristic

of the Lyman-lines which can be used for the measurements,

is the following: In the can of our hydrogen plasmas a

line broadening which can be measured by means of the vacuum

spectrograph, only appears at a pressure of about 10 at

(in the visible sone already at 1 at). These characteristics

of the vaouum-UV radiation make it possible to investipte

plasmas of high density and temperature in this way.

In order to be able to carry out measurements in the vacuum-

UV (400A< 1800 1) in hydrogen plasmas, several relations

between the various plasma characteristics such as conti-

nuous radiS$tong line intoaeities and temperature must be
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The following curves were calculated for the requirements

of the experimenter:

44 The absorption coefficient X and the emission coefficient

I of the continuous radiation as functions of the wave-

length X with the reciprocal temperatures 0 = 0,1- 0,5 as

parameters (0 a 5040 11 Fig. 28 and 29. According

to Kraaer-Unsald the absorption coefficient per on is

: where
(,,4; $- A*

uie,]he~ok = in natural eesant

= wavelength

- i oniaation energ

wbart

A miuber of neutral atom per em0

a1 was detemwed by the Saha formula.

lPow optioa lj thitn layers the eission ooeffieotant 1.:

( i ntnsity of the black-body radiation of

temperature T and for the wavelength

Te eission coeffiint was calculated this way neglects
g the Gaunt-factor ( and without H ontinuum

n. was dteminet b th eA ab Inua.tem.te'
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3) The line broadenngd a for the Lyman-Lines L.%and L

s functions of the temperature, the pressures being

10 and 100 at. (Examples are given in Fig. 30 and 31).

With the aid of the "line profiles" from "Stark broaden-

Ing of hydrogen lines in a plasma 0 by H.R. Griem, A.C.

Kolb and K.Y. Shen (1960) the broadening of the various

Lyma-Line. (Lm and La) were calculated as a function of

the temperature. It is obvious that an essential broaden-

Ing of the La ocorus at about 10 at. In the case of tde

Lwc the broadening does not appear below 100 at.

)The relative line intensity of the Lyman-lines I, La and

L t as functions of the temperature. The abselute lnte si-

ty of a spectral line is

,04*,4= transition probability n-en0

- number of excited atons in the state a per cm3

- number of neutral atoms per cm3

- statistical weight of upper teor

BiF partition ftotics

Since Ahnc and h * 4 do not depend on the to wtu. ,

me obtains:

e ooloulaoed tM the $af fomula (fig. 32).
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Per the experimental investigation of plasmas in the UV

region (3 300 - 400 1) we use a Hulger vaouum-grating-peo-

trograph. The inesinest operates aeges ing to ath NW3

principle.

B tes Reflection grating 8 x 5 on

(at the same time 5 700 llaesw
imaging system)

diameter of Rowland 3 a
circle

Dispersion in the first 5,9 I/=
order

For the evacuation of camera and spectrograph two rotary

pumps and two oil diffusion pumps are used.

Pump capacity of the rotary pumps: 6 reap. 28 a3/h

Pump capacity of the oil diffusion pumps: 250 resp. 500 1/h

The scheme of the vacuum apparatus is represented in fig. 3*.

For the calibration we applied two methods:

a4) A comfortable calibration method up to 1 850 1 is the

calibration with the aid of an iron spark spectrum.

The light comes into the spectrograph through a LiP-

window. The iron spark burns in air and in generated by

means of a Nuess spark generator. The spectral lines of

the iron spectrum are identified with the aid of a wave-

length table and layed down in an iron atla (so fig. 34).

The iron atlas consists of 9 pages.

*) If a calibration over the entire wavelength range of the

spectrograph is desired, one has to work without window,

since the usual window materials absorb the radiation

to a oertain wavelength on, whish is still within the
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waveLetigth renege of the spectrogra.ph. For this pur-.;oue

L low pressure discharge vessel was developed which is

operated by means of high voltage i pul.ea of 4 IN

(see fig. 35 and 36).

Fig. 36

Argon Discharge Chmxbe r

The discharge takes place in Argon gas in . narrow chu nJ1

and is being contracted at the same tire ir order to obti.,

a higher light density. The gas flow in the di.schar-e vet-

sel is constant. By neans of a pu)ILp the Arcioni j ettrnctod

from the zone between the discnarge vessel and the spectro-

graph slit, in order to retain the vaouu. in the spectro-

graph. -

Thus the Argon arc spectrum was obtained which, serves as

a basis of an Argon line atlas (3 500 500 ), see fie. 37.

4 Investigations in the Vacuur,-UV above 1 100 ? can be carriedt

out by means of a , iF-window. Below this waoelongth t..ere

no material which in penetrable for the radiation. 'Therefore,
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an apparatus was developed (see fig. 38 - 42) which allows

the spectroscopic investigation of the high pressure arc

without window. The pressure of $ at is reduced in 4 steps to

the vacuum of the spectrograph. The first two steps of the

vacuum sluice are evacuated by means of mechanic pumps,

the last two stepb by means of oil diffusion pumps. Between

the fourth step of the vacuum sluice and the spectrograph

there is a valve, which allows a separation of the pressure

in the spectrograph and the vacuum sluice.

The valve has a LiF-window which can be penetrated by the

light down to 1.100 R. Just in front of the vacuum sluice

there is a vacuum-tight shutter which at the same time

serves as an optical shutter. This shutter allows different

opening times, the shortest in our case being 1 me. By this

it is possible to use larger diaphragms without affecting

the vacuum in the spectrograph. These short opening times

are mainly intended for impulse plasmas, for the triggering

of which the shutter is equipped with an optical setup. The

are which is to be investigated side-on burns immediately

in front of the shutter. It is surrounded by an Argon coat,

since the UV radiation passes it without noticeable absorp-

tion losses. The distance arc-spectrograph slit is 23 cm.

This arrangement allows the approximation of a stigmatic

image due to large depth of focus of the spectrograph. The

Imaging by means of mirrors was not carried out because of

th high reflection loes.
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Fig. 39, 40 Vacuum Sluice
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Pig. 41,42 Vacuzui S)uice



31, Avalmation and Disomlon of uztrimental Results.

The theoretiocl problem is the determination of the behaviour

of the plasm ohmel with a given time variation of the

current.

In order to simplify the mathematical problem, the experiment

in based on a channel model (Sohrade, 1961). This model has

3 coaxial zones with different radii. The central zone is

the proper plasma zone which is supplied with the electric

energy. This zone is expanding and by this effecting a change

of the parameters in a second zone, the outer limitation of

which is characterized by sound velocity x time, respectively

shock wave velocity x time. The third zone is the undisturbed

cold gas coat. If the mathematical equations (1-3) are applied

to this model, we obtain instead of the simultaneous partial

differential equations a system of ordinary differential

equations. This allows the description of the time-dependent

behaviour of temperatures and particle densities of the indi-

vidual components, as well as the channel radius (= radius of

the central zone). Here the influence of the outer zones is

taken into consideration. The stability behaviour of the

discharge channel was continuously controlled.

The calculations were carried out on an electronic oomptis'

of the type ER 56 (Standard Electric Lorenz).

The theoretical results are given in figures 44 a-b. The

lowest curve in each figure shows the current variation on

whloh th calouution In the ontral sone Is based. It
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corresponds to the current variation found by means of

magnetic probe measurements (see fig. 43). The current

maximum is about 6 kA. We tried to employ a curve for the

current variation with faster increase and higher maximum

current. The initial conditions given by the pro-disoharge

were retained. However, this new curve yielded discrepancies

which only vanished again after a nduota of Im *

current and rate of increase.

These mentioned discrepancies are the following If maximum

current is increased beyond a critical value (larger than

approximately 10 kA), the calculations yield a contraction of

the plasma channel due to the magnetic forces. At the same

time the ohmic part of the electric field strength increases

rapidly. Such a behaviour is not deemed possible from theore-

tical considerations for our arrangement and was also never

observed experimentally in our device. From this we conclude

that the maximum current of the plasma channel must not be-

come larger than 6-9 kA. As in our experiments total current

intensities of 50 to 150 kA were measured, it can be assumed

that the major portion of the ourrent h"d to flow over sur-

rounding zones.

We pretend that this is caused by the generation of particle

carriers outside the central zone by means of photons and

wish to demonstrate it by the following calculation. The

number z of the photoionisation of partieo3 9 is quatf

state a to aoeording to lwert (1952)



I*,--

T

non - Density of atoms in the quantum state a

r .y'6;6.10-25 02

ni - Main quantum nmuber

o0ii iFne-structure constant

=,* number of electrons in the samns shell

* limiting frequency

f - uncertainty factor between 096 and 1

V - dilution factor

X.. . a ionization energy

This formula was derived by means of the Planok radiationhv

intensity in the Wien approximation exp. hv s 1. Since the

discharge channel is a black-body, the formula is applicable.

Instead of the radiation temperature T. we put the electron

temperature. If we limit outselves to the zones immediately

surrounding the plasma soe, the dilution factor V has the

dimension 1.

Assuming that the radiation temperature is about 50 000 OK,

as this is certainly the case in the discharge channel, we

obtain the number of the photoionizations which amounts to

1024 per cm3 and s, provided that the atomic density is 1018

particles per cm3 (ionization energy of nitrogen atoms - 14,5 eV,

b01o ate a a 2). I, a time of 10 -6 • whloh ooz'pesponde
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to the discharge time up to the maximum current density,

about 1018 particles are ionized by means of radiation. The

particle carriers are acoelerated Is a electrical field

and heat the outer gas.

The upper parts of fig. 44 a-b show the ionization degree,

the electron and ion temperature, the ohmic field strength

and the time-dependent variation of the radius in the central

zone. It can be seen that towards current maximum the latter

Increases by about 50 %. The electron and the ion temperatures

only differ from each other in the first phase of the dis-

charge. At the beginning of the discharge the "ion tempera-

ture" is about the same as the temperature of the neutral

gas particles. Both temperature curves approximate each other

quickly, as soon as the heavy particles become charge carriers

and the cross section of the Coulomb forces gets effective.

From about 0,8/us the temperature remains nearly constant.

However, it in interesting to note that the reaction has not

yet stopped. Only after about 5-6.10
-7 a the curves for N++

and N... are horizontal, i.e. the reaction equilibrium is

reached. From this we can conclude that the relaxation time

of the ionization reactions is appvimtely 106 4 Loh

corresponds to the estimation.

Purthermore, it in remarkable that only a small percentage

of the Joulean haat expended in the plasma channel is used

for the heating. Table 2 shows how the Joulean heat which is

put into the eleoota gas, is distributed over the various loss

weos~ie.
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I..,a 2S .fa lm--a of alsoto AP for two dibrmt

t~m ~m lb a~ ~.eheating.

Tim. 10 "4 a 10- 6 0

input (Joule) energy 1 o 100

Olrt lossoe ommee We

Radiation 23 % 94 %

Reactions 66 % 5,4 %

Seat exchange 10 % 0,1 %

Volume work 0,2 % 0, %

Heat conduction 0,1 % 0,2 %

For further heating remains 1 % 0 %

After 10-7 a, i.e. the highest temperature increse, the re-

aotion losses are dominating, followed by the radiation louses

(23 %) ad the energy losses by beat exchange (10 %). After 16"6 a

the temperature inorease stops. The radiation consume most of

the enerSy, for the reactions remain only 5,4 %. As can be

seen from our spectroscopic measurement, the discharge

oharnel Is nearly a blaok-bo4y. Ife to tas to all elemaete

with higher atomic number.

the pressure in the oestral s m 4 t to eut 10 at.

Tm Is due to:

1. the mepnetio compression

to the Inertia of the outer gas whiek was eeinietW W

model as boundary cedition.

The result of our calculatin Is a maximum temperature of

65 000 OZ. This temperature does not depend such am the

sh"ee iS the ve eurve zI (t), provided that Miear 4" me
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discrepancies in the calculation itself. Our probe measure-

ments indicate axis temperatures between 80 000 and 90 000 0K;

The spectroscopic measurements described above give the saw

axis temperatures of 65 000 O1, which we have calculated.

However, an the Saha equation is applied and a reaction equi-

librium does not exist, these temperatures seen to be too

low, especially near the axis, so that the coiaoidemoe with

the theoretioal calculation is only casual. 70 80 000 sK

are estimated toe b the most preba~e velos.

t
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4. The Hydrogen Heating.

The theoretical investigation of the discharge process

in hydrogen is dealt with comprehensively in a separate

paper, which will be submitted shortly as a technical

note by H. Schrade (1963). The following gives some general

information on the calculations made.

The starting point of the heating is a nearly fully ionized

arc channel, while in the case of nitrogen the ionization

degree was only 10 %. During the heating process we must not

take care of radiation or any reactions between the various

ionization degrees. The- limitation of the heating process

is not due to loss mechanisms but to the instabilities of

the discharge channel which are caused by the strong proper

magnetic field and the lower inertia of the outer gas. This

brings about considerable difficulties which are not found

in case of the nitrogen experiment.

Our calculations were performed for current rises to 104 A

in l/us and 105 A in 1,5/us. In the first case the theoreti-

cal electron and ion temperatures amounted to 170 000 OK.

In the second case there appear heavy instabilities at less

than 10- 7 s after starting the discharge. At this moment the

temperature in the discharge channel amounts to 3.105 OK.

Since the instabilities imply an expansion of the discharge

aross section, a noticeable temperature increase beyond this

value should not be possible.

As compared to the nitrogen impulse the hydrogen impulse

shaws a low radiatioa lose. No" the eleotron aet oos4oti-



vtty is decisive. At hih current intensities it is possible

to reduce the heat conductivity by means of the proper mag-

notio, field of the arc. However, this fact can not be ob-

served, as the mentioned instabilities do not allow the

necessary heating.

The theoretically predicted instabilities are proved experi-

mentally. The instable behaviour complicates the measurements.

Up to date they have made it impossible to give an adequate

quantitative description of the hydrogen impulse. Neverthe-

less, certain stages of this instability are rather attractive,

though they are not reproducible. At the moment we try to

confirm this behaviour with the aid of image converters,

smear dad framing cameras. Fig. 45 a,b,o,d,c show five

diferont stages of the hydrogen impulse discharge at 0,1,

0,3, 0,5, 1,3 and 1,6/us after the beginning of the discharge

as registered by an image converter. The opening time of

the image converter was about 50 no. The stationary pre-

discharge was not registered owing to the low radiation

intesity of the arc.

The first stage of the impulse discharge (at 0,1/us), which

corresponds to a current of 13 kA, only causes a slight

blackening of the film. It can be seen that the channel is

already rather deformed which corresponds to theory. The

Increase rate of the instabilities grows rapidly after 0, 01/4

if we assume a current rise of approximately 1011 k/s.

During the heating process the plasma contracts more and

goe Wd appaently beomeesa plag bel. Is the liplas
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zones are the current carrying son@e, this ontraotiWi my

perhaps be expmLned by *9 wste rq&o s of t Wf 1Ol ft

Netw-ohaped plasma.

In order to investigate this behaviour, other diagnostic

methods were applied, for instance smear camera photography.

These show the expansion of the discharge and cloud-shaped

intensity fluctuations, which correspond to the screw lines

in fig. 45 a-c. A plasma ball could not be isolated on these

photographs. However, the experimental material is not yet

smffioient I& ordler to allow fmal statementso.
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.Fig. 45 Photographs taken with an mg
Converter 0,1; 0,3; 0,5; 1,3; 116 p
after the Jignition of the Irnpulse.
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